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ABSTRACT: Plants synthesize small molecule diterpenes composed of 20
carbons from precursor isopentenyl diphosphate and dimethylallyl disphosphate,
manufacturing diverse compounds used for defense, signaling, and other functions.
Industrially, diterpenes are used as natural aromas and flavoring, as
pharmaceuticals, and as natural insecticides or repellents. Despite diterpene
ubiquity in plant systems, it remains unknown how plants control diterpene
localization and transport. For many other small molecules, plant cells maintain
transport proteins that control compound compartmentalization. However, for
most diterpene compounds, specific transport proteins have not been identified,
and so it has been hypothesized that diterpenes may cross biological membranes
passively. Through molecular simulation, we study membrane transport for three
complex diterpenes from among the many made by members of the Lamiaceae
family to determine their permeability coefficient across plasma membrane models.
To facilitate accurate simulation, the intermolecular interactions for leubethanol,
abietic acid, and sclareol were parametrized through the standard CHARMM
methodology for incorporation into molecular simulations. To evaluate the effect
of membrane composition on permeability, we simulate the three diterpenes in
two membrane models derived from sorghum and yeast lipidomics data. We track permeation events within our unbiased
simulations, and compare implied permeation coefficients with those calculated from Replica Exchange Umbrella Sampling
calculations using the inhomogeneous solubility diffusion model. The diterpenes are observed to permeate freely through these
membranes, indicating that a transport protein may not be needed to export these small molecules from plant cells. Moreover, the
permeability is observed to be greater for plant-like membrane compositions when compared against animal-like membrane models.
Increased permeability for diterpene molecules in plant membranes suggest that plants have tailored their membranes to facilitate
low-energy transport processes for signaling molecules.

■ INTRODUCTION
Plants use a diverse range of molecules for protection and
signaling to respond to pathogenic microorganisms and
herbivores.1,2 Diterpenes are phytoanticipin or phytoalexin
compounds that plants produce for protection from a wide
range of parasites and bacteria either in response to injury or as
a preventative measure.3 Diterpenes are a subclass of terpenoid
compounds, synthesized from four isoprenoid diphosphate
subunits. As a result, diterpenes are relatively large and
complex, with 20 carbon atoms in diverse arrangements within
the molecule.4 Mechanistically, terpenoids can target bacterial
enzymes,5 bacterial biofilms,6 and bacterial pigment forma-
tion,7 act as bacterial toxins8 and bacterial surfactants,9 inhibit
the quorum sensing pathways,10 and inhibit microbial
mobility.11 Diterpenes also have other significant biological
activities around plant growth regulation,12 antimicrobial

activity,13 antiviral activity,14 and algicidal applications.15

This diversity in diterpene biological activity is enabled by
the diverse diterpene structures produced in nature. The wide
coverage of chemical space across naturally occurring plant
diterpene is achieved by modularization of diterpene synthase
(diTPS) enzymes and cytochrome P450-dependent mono-
oxygenases (P450s).4 The precursor geranylgeranyl diphos-
phate (GGPP) is converted into a wide range of diterpene
metabolites by modular biosynthesis pathways.4
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Plant cells use passive16 or regulated transport mechanisms17

to move phytochemicals across lipid bilayers enveloping the
cell or its subcellular compartments. In the wider literature, we
can find a plethora of examples for regulated phytochemical
transport through transporter proteins,18 channels19 and
vesicular transport mechanisms20 within plants. However,
these transport mechanisms are highly specific. Transport
proteins typically only recognize specific phytochemicals along
with their close analogs. Channels, by contrast, are frequently
specific to water or ion transport through gate mediated porins
which span the membrane. Vesicular transport is most
common for proteins and their products. Phytochemicals
synthesized and secreted by plants have a very diverse range of
chemical structure, which may preclude the transport
mechanisms listed above. For some plant-derived compounds,
such as the lignin found in plant cell walls, passive diffusion
across cellular membranes without the need for a protein
facilitator is supported by computational and experimental
studies for fluxes across lipid bilayers.21,22 The semipermiable
cell membranes allows specific molecules to pass through
depending on their chemical structure. In prior studies, cell
plasma membranes are permeable to compounds which have a
balance of aromatic and polar groups.23,24 Diterpenes are
similar to these compounds, exhibiting few polar groups and
large hydrophobic cores (Figure 1). This characteristic
structure for diterpene compounds may allow this class of
compounds to permeate across the cell plasma membrane
without the need for a membrane transport protein.
To test this hypothesis, we use classical molecular dynamics

techniques to characterize permeation for three diterpene
molecules, abietic acid, leubethanol, and sclareol (Figure 1),
standing in for the highly diverse set of identified
diterpenoids.25 Sclaerol in particular piqued our interest, as
its synthesis pathway is well characterized,26 and prior studies
had indicated that elevated sclaerol levels induced the
expression of an ABC1 transporter protein in Nicotiana
plumbaginifolia.27 While sclareol induced expression, no further
evidence was found for sclareol transport activity by the ABC
transporter in subsequent studies,28,29 leaving the transport
mechanism unresolved. Abietic acid and leubethanol are other
diterpenes that were tractable to parametrize based on a
selection seen in plants,30 with recent research highlighting
their biosynthesis pathways.31,32 Diterpenes in Figure 1 extend
prior simulation studies, which demonstrated that terpenoids
are permeable across model yeast plasma membranes.33

Unlike prior studies for terpene permeation,33 where the
CHARMM General force field (CGenFF)34 accurately
represented the small molecules, the higher complexity for
the selected diterpenes mandated parametrization prior to
simulation. Following parametrization, classical molecular

dynamics simulations at equilibrium and replica exchange
umbrella sampling techniques were used to determine the
permeability coefficients for these molecules across model
membranes for sorghum and yeast. We find that the three
diterpenes studied face no significant barriers when crossing
the membrane, and they would be expected to permeate
passively and equalize concentrations on both sides of the
membrane. We also find that the permeation rates are
noticeably faster for plant-like sorghum membranes, suggesting
that perhaps plants have tailored their membranes to optimize
terpenoid permeability.

■ METHODS
Methodologically, the study had three phases:

1. Parameterization for the diterpenes of interest from
Figure 1.

2. Unbiased simulations to assess the equilibrium behavior
for the diterpenes in yeast and sorghum models.

3. Biased simulations to quantify the free energy and
diffusivity profiles to determine the permeability
coefficients for the diterpenes under study.

The methods for each of the three phases are captured in the
subsections to follow.

Diterpene Parameterization. Accurate modeling for
small molecules within molecular simulation requires describ-
ing the atomic interactions for the molecule with its
surroundings. In classical molecular dynamics simulations,
the underlying quantum mechanical (QM) potential energy
surface is approximated with a force field,35 where the
energetic contributions are decomposed into pairwise and
multibody interactions as follows:

In this representation, the total potential energy is split into
pairwise nonbonded terms between all atom-pairs i and j and
multibody terms to describe bonded interactions that occur
between connected atoms. Since the forces acting on an atom
are calculated from the gradient for this potential energy
function, the motions and interactions between molecules are
dependent on parameters set that describe the underlying
potential energy landscape. Within the representation for-
mulated by eq 1, free parameters include ϵ, Rmin, and atomic

Figure 1. Chemical structures for the three diterpenes selected for the current permeability study, abietic acid, leubethanol, and sclareol.
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partial charges q within the nonbonded terms. Bonded terms
are parametrized by a force constant k and equilibrium value
represented in eq 1 with a subscripted 0. Oftentimes, these
parameter sets can be drawn by analogy from existing
parameters, using tools such as ParamChem.34,36 However,
when the molecular topology differs substantially from
analogous terms already available in the force field, further
refinement is needed.
Initial geometries for the three diterpene molecules from

Figure 1, abietic acid, leubethanol and sclareol, were obtained
from PubChem,37 and checked for the correct stereochemistry.
The starting geometries were used to determine analogous
starting parameters within CGenFF35 using the ParamChem
Web server.34,36 While the analogy for leubethanol was
adequate, and could be used without further adjustment,
abietic acid and sclareol required further parameter refinement.
FFparam was utilized to implement the existing CHARMM
parametrization protocol to optimize partial charges and
bonded parameters.38 Geometry optimization from the initial
models was carried out using the MP2/6-31G* basis set using
Gaussian 16 C.01.39 The Merz−Singh−Kollman (MK)
scheme was used to generate electrostatic derived poten-
tials40,41 for geometry optimization.
Following standard CHARMM parametrization procedures,

partial atomic charges were optimized using quantum-derived
water-interaction energies and geometries. Within these
calculations, a water molecule is placed in favorable
orientations with respect to hydrogen bond donors and
acceptors on the small molecule, and restrained along the
line for the putative hydrogen bond to determine the optimal
interaction energy and distance. The water interaction
calculations were carried out at the HF/6-31G* level of
theory. QM target data to determine the bonded parameters
were calculated using MP2/6-31G* level of theory, and
bonded parameters for dihedrals for nonring atoms were
scanned for 360° with 10° steps.
Output from the QM calculations were parsed into FFparam

to build classical molecular mechanics (MM) systems to
optimize parameters from eq 1. CHARMM36 was utilized for
running the MM calculations in this step.42 The Monte Carlo
simulated annealing (MCSA) algorithm implemented in
FFparam was used to optimize partial charges. Further manual
fine-tuning was done to reduce the error gap in the interaction
energy between MM and QM results, consistent with common
partial charges for similar functional groups across the
CHARMM force field. Autofitting the bonded parameters to
minimize differences between QM and MM energies for
equivalent geometries used LSFITPAR43 together with some
manual refinements to scale the terms to match others in the
larger CHARMM force field ecosystem. The resulting topology
and parameter files are provided as Supporting Information.

Unbiased Simulation for Diterpene Permeation.
Molecular System Assembly. As a test for our parameters,
and to have a general understanding for how the three tested
diterpenes (Figure 1) would behave in a membrane environ-
ment, we developed two distinct membrane models. One
model is identical with the yeast model used in prior terpenoid
permeation simulations.33 Each leaflet for the yeast membrane
was comprised of a 30:14:9:9:4:1 ratio for phosphatidyl
choline (PC), phosphatidyl ethanolamine (PE), phosphatidyl
inositol (PI), ergosterol, phosphatidyl serine (PS), and
phosphatidic acid (PA) headgroups, based on prior lipidomics
work.44−47 This is consistent with the yeast composition for a

previous study on terpenoid permeation across yeast
membranes.33 Similarly, the sorghum headgroup composition
was a 35:25:23:12:6:2:2 ratio for PC, digalactosyl diacylglycer-
ol (DGDG), monogalactosyl diacylglycerol (MGDG), PE,
sterols, phosphatidyl glycerol (PG), and PS, respectively, based
on available lipidomics data.48 The sterol component within
the sorghum membrane was split in a 3:2:1 ratio between
palmitoyl sitosteryl glucoside, palmitoyl campesteryl glucoside,
and palmitoyl stigmasteryl glucoside, respectively.48 While it is
well-known that real biological membranes are generally
asymmetric,49 available lipidomics data were not collected
with sufficient spatial resolution to distinguish between the
leaflets. Therefore, lipids and sterols were symmetrically
distributed in the two leaflets of the bilayer. The fully detailed
composition for both the model yeast and sorghum
membranes are presented in Table 1.

The membrane compositions for the yeast and sorghum
membranes from Table 1 were constructed using the
CHARMM-GUI web interface (Figure 2).50 Six total
simulation systems were generated, one for each possible
diterpene-membrane combination. Within each system, 20
copies for a given diterpene were inserted in the system, ten
initially above the membrane and ten below the membrane
using the TopoTools module within VMD.51,52 The diterpenes
placed in solution were displaced at 35 Å away from the
membrane center. Each system was solvated using the TIP3
water model through the solvate plugin within VMD.52

Counterions were added to neutralize the system and add an
extra 150 mM concentration of NaCl using the autoionize
plugin in VMD.52 Once complete, the yeast and sorghum
simulation systems were approximately 90 Å and 80 Å long
along the membrane surface. Since sorghum has larger glyco-
lipid molecules, the simulation box was 115 Å tall in the
membrane normal dimension, while the yeast membrane was
100 Å tall. In total, the simulation systems contained
approximately 74,000 atoms and 67,000 atoms in yeast and
sorghum simulation systems, respectively, at a diterpene
concentration of approximately 50 mM.

The protonation states assigned to the membrane
components were consistent with pH 7. At this pH, abietic
acid is generally deprotonated and carries a formal negative
charge, as the pKa for abietic acid is around 4.7.53 However,
prior experimental54 and computational approaches22,55,56

have found that the neutral acid rather than the deprotonated
carboxylate is the major species that crosses the hydrophobic
membrane interior. Since the permeability coefficients for
compounds with a carboxylate group can be 8−12 orders of
magnitude slower than the neutral carboxylic acid,22? the
largest share of the permeants will be the neutral form, as
carboxylate forms of small molecules are only 100−1000 times
more abundant at pH 7. Thus, all simulations carried out in
this study use the neutral form for abietic acid, rather than the
conjugate base abietate, consistent with the structure shown in
Figure 1.

Simulation Protocol. To gain insight into the permeability
mechanics at an atomic level, classical molecular dynamics
simulation is utilized to determine what if any diterpene flux
can be measured across the membrane. Simulations were
carried out using the CHARMM36 force field for lipids,57

together with CGenFF35 and our reparameterization results to
model the diterpene interactions. The TIP3 water model was
used for the explicit solvent model.58 A combination of NAMD
2.14 and NAMD 3.0a9 was used as the molecular dynamics
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engine, with NAMD 2.14 used for minimization while the
GPU-resident integrator in NAMD 3.0a9 was used for
production simulations to maximize performance.59 Pressure
was maintained using the Langevin piston model at 1 atm60

with periodic cell growth. Temperature was kept constant at
298 K using the Langevin thermostat with 1 ps−1 damping.
Hydrogen bonds lengths were fixed with SETTLE algorithm to
enable a 2 fs time step.61 Particle mesh Ewald (PME) grid was
used to determine long-range electrostatic interactions with
grid spacing of 1.2 Å.62,63 Short range nonbonded terms were
calculated with a 12 Å cutoff. Initially every system was
minimized using 1000 steps of conjugate gradient in NAMD.64

Then the system was equilibrated for 50 ps in an NPT
ensemble using a 5 Å margin to allow the box size to vary
significantly. Production simulations were run for 1000 ns with
the default margin.

Analysis. The data from molecular dynamics simulation was
visualized and analyzed using python enabled VMD 1.9.4a48.52

Python enabled VMD provides access to the numerical
libraries of numpy and ploting tools like matplotlib.65,66 One
quantity of interest is the height along the membrane normal
for the diterpene molecule center of mass, focusing on the
bulkier cyclic moieties. Interditerpene contacts, diterpene
membrane contacts and diterpene water contacts were
calculated through a coordination number, evaluating atoms
pairs within 5 Å of diterpene and then aggregating the
distance-weighted contact function (eq 2).

=
+= =

C 1

1 e
ij

i j

n

d
1, 1

5( 4Å)ij

(2)

Here Cij is the matrix element quantifying the contacts
between membrane atoms and diterpenes, i and j represent the
indices for paired atoms from which a distance dij is computed
over n saved trajectory snapshots. Equation 2 was originally
derived to define native contacts;67 however, this functional
form has proved versatile for quantifying close contacts in a
number of biological systems.68−71

Computing Permeability Coefficients through the
Inhomogeneous Solubility Diffusion Model. We found
few spontaneous permeation events where the molecule
crossed from aqueous solution from one side of the membrane
to the other. Thus, we could not use counting approaches to
compute a permeability coefficient.72 Instead, we calculated
permeability coefficients directly from the inhomogeneous
solubility diffusion model.73−75 To facilitate this approach, we
complemented our equilibrium simulations with nonequili-
brium simulations to compute the free energy and diffusivity
profiles along the membrane normal for these diterpenes.
Following literature recommendations55 and past experi-
ence,22,33,56 we first used steered molecular dynamics to

Table 1. Head Group and Tail Composition of One Leaflet
of Yeast and Sorghum Bilayer Used for Equilibration and
Steered Molecular Dynamics (SMD) Simulation

yeast sorghum

lipid head
groups tails equilibration SMD equilibration SMD

PC 16:0−18:1 16 8 3 1
16:0−18:2 − − 12 4
16:0−18:3 − − 8 3
18:1−18:1 7 4 − −
18:0−18:2 7 4 1 −
18:2−18:2 − − 8 3
18:2−18:3 − − 3 1

PE 16:0−18:1 8 4 1 −
16:0−18:2 − − 6 2
16:0−18:3 − − 2 1
18:1−18:1 3 2 − −
18:0−18:2 3 2 − −
18:2−18:2 − − 2 1
18:2−18:3 − − 1 −

PS 16:0−18:1 2 1 − −
16:0−18:2 − − 1 −
18:1−18:1 1 1 − −
18:0−18:2 1 1 − −
20:1−20:1 − − 1 −

PA 16:0−18:1 1 1 − −
PI 16:0−18:1 6 3 − −

16:0−18:2 3 2 − −
PG 16:0−16:0 − − 1 −

16:0−18:2 − − 1 −
DGDG 16:0−18:1 − − 2 1

16:0−18:2 − − 11 4
16:0−18:3 − − 7 3
18:0−18:2 − − 1 −
16:0−20:4 − − 1 −
18:2−18:3 − − 1 −
18:3−18:3 − − 2 1

MGDG 16:0−18:1 − − 3 1
16:0−18:2 − − 6 2
16:0−18:3 − − 3 1
18:0−18:2 − − 1 −
16:0−20:4 − − 2 1
18:2−18:3 − − 2 1
18:3−18:3 − − 6 3

sterols 18 4 6 2

Figure 2. (Left) A representative starting configuration to begin
simulation the starting distribution of diterpenes around the bilayer.
The glass bubble representation shows the solution area. The
diterpene is represented in licorice representation above and below
the membrane, and bilayer heavy atoms are portrayed as beads, with
the hydrogens omitted for visual clarity. (Right) A top view for the
headgroup distribution within the sorghum and yeast lipid
membranes. Each headgroup in this view has a unique color, red
for PC, blue for PE, green for PA (in yeast) or PG (in sorghum),
white for PS, purple for PI (in yeast) or DGDG (in sorghum), light
blue for MGDG (in sorghum), and cyan for sterols.
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generate diterpene configurations across the membrane, and
subsequently exhaustively sample the membrane normal
reaction coordinate using replica exchange umbrella sampling
(REUS) calculations.76

Steered Molecular Dynamics. The steered molecular
dynamics protocol used to seed the initial positions needed for
REUS was done through a phased approach (Figure 3),

analogous to previously published approaches.22,33,56 In this
system, only two diterpenes were present, as represented in
Figure 3, each initially placed 45 Å away from the membrane
center. Since the number of potential insertion elements is
reduced, the systems used are substantially smaller to reduce
computational cost, with a bilayer that is approximately 40% of
the size used during equilibration simulation (Table 1).
Through the colvars module,77 two isolated diterpenes were
either constrained or pulled across the membrane in successive
simulations. To do so, the diterpenes molecules were held at a
particular distance from the membrane midplane by a 5 kcal
mol−1 Å−2 force constant applied to diterpene ring carbons.
The diterpenes molecules were moved in two phases (Figure
3). In the first phase, one diterpene was moved toward the
bilayer center over 15 ns. In the second phase, both diterpenes
were moved in the same direction, inserting one molecule into
the membrane while moving the other back into solution.

States from the 15 ns second phase are used to seed the REUS
calculations.

Replica Exchange Umbrella Sampling. The REUS
simulations were conducted using 80 replicas with a force
constant of 4 kcal mol−1 to restrain each diterpene independ-
ently on equally distributed umbrellas from [−45, 0] and [0,
45] Å from the membrane center. Each replicate was run for
50 ns, yielding 80 μs of effective sampling from which we can
calculate permeability. Exchange between adjacent replicas was
carried out every picosecond, with exchange ratios near the
20% optimum.78

The passive permeation of terpenoids can be quantified in
terms of the permeability coefficient (Pm). Permeability for a
molecule across a membrane can be described as molecular
flux (J) over a concentration gradient (ΔC) and surface area
(A) between two compartments (J = PmΔCA), based on
Fick’s law. To estimate Pm from the MD simulation, we
applied the inhomogeneous solubility diffusion model.73,74

Ä

Ç
ÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅÅ

É

Ö
ÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑÑ

= G
D

Pm
exp( ( ) )

( )
d

1

l

u

(3)

Based on this model, the membrane permeability (Pm)
depends only on the free energy profile relative to a chosen
reference state (ΔG) and local diffusion profile (D) integrated
along a reaction coordinate ξ between upper (ξu) and lower
(ξl) bound of permeation end points. In order to compare with
other studies, the upper and lower bound for the permeation
end points are in solution. However, since the test compounds
are quite lipophilic, by changing the integration boundaries
within eq 3, it is possible to subdivide the permeability into
crossing and extraction steps.22,33 Since we computed a free
energy profile, we also can independently estimate the partition
coefficient (P) for terpenoids between the membrane and
aqueous solution.

= =P
G G

RT

G

RT
log

ln 10 ln 10
aq membrane partition

(4)

The free energy profile from the REUS trajectories were
calculated from a modified version of Bayesian Weighted
Histogram Analysis Method (BayesWHAM),79 which uses
Gibbs sampling of the known Dirichlet prior80 to rapidly assess

Figure 3. Pulling of diterpenes molecules using the steered molecular
dynamics toward the center and then pulling them back out using 5
kcal mol−1 Å−2 of force constant.

Figure 4. Dihedral free energy scans for abietic acid done by QM calculation (black), through CGenff parameters (light blue) and optimized
parameters (red). The exact dihedral being optimized is highlighted in blue within the molecular structure shown as a plot inset.
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uncertainty. Diffusivity profiles for eq 3 were computed
directly from the variance and autocorrelation time of the
biased motion along the reaction coordinate.81 This approach
is less sensitive to the harmonic restraint force than the
alternative calculation approaches,82 and is independent of
momentum removal around restarts.83

■ RESULTS
Estimating diterpene permeability from molecular mechanics
required a systematic approach with the optimization of the
molecular parameters for diterpene molecules. Optimized
parameters allows us to study diterpene localization in a
membrane environment through unbiased MD simulations.
However, the underlying free energy landscape limits uniform
efficient sampling, and so biased MD simulations were also
performed to allow for a permeability coefficient to be
calculated from eq 3.

Diterpene Parameterization. While the majority of steps
taken to parametrize three diterpenes that are the focus of this
study are detailed extensively as Supporting Information, we
would like to highlight specific optimizations that have been
improved substantially by refitting the parameters. Based on
explicitly reparameterizing charges, our efforts improved the
root mean squared error (RMSE) between QM and MM water

interactions from approximately 1 kcal mol−1 to under a 0.27
kcal mol−1, with leubethanol having the smallest RMSE at 0.12
kcal mol−1 (Tables S1−S3).

Due to the coupled rings within the diterpenes, explicit
parametrization for all bonded terms was often missing. For
abietic acid, the primary concern were dihedral terms related to
rotation for the carboxylic acid relative to its connected ring
(Figure 4A), which resulted in 6 coupled dihedral scans that
could be fit simultaneously. CGenFF routinely overestimates
the barrier for at least one rotation direction. While the results
in Figure 4 indicate substantial improvement for problematic
moieties, the initial CGenFF parameters captured most
internal dynamics without reparameterization. We say this
primarily by analyzing Figure 4B, where we reparameterize a
hydroxyl rotation within the carboxylic acid moiety. While the
penalty scores assigned by CGenFF are higher than ideal, the
overall impact for reparameterization is small, indicating that
the parameter analogy was good to start with. This provides us
with confidence to not explicitly parametrize leubethanol, since
energies computed through CGenFF substantially match the
QM potential energy surface (Figure 5).

Sclareol provides an excellent counterexample where
reparameterization was mandatory. The sclaerol features two
coupled dihedrals (Figure 6). CGenFF appropriately treats one

Figure 5. Dihedral free energy scans for leubethanol done by QM calculation (black) and through CGenff parameters (red). The exact dihedral
scanned for energy profile is highlighted in blue within the molecular structure shown as a plot inset.

Figure 6. Dihedral free energy scans for sclareol done by QM calculation (black), through CGenff parameters (light blue) and optimized
parameters (red). The exact dihedral being optimized is highlighted in blue within the molecular structure shown as a plot inset.
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dihedral, while overestimating energy barriers for the other
dihedral substantially. However, since these dihedrals are
coupled and were fitted simultaneously, we were only able to
adequately parametrize one of these two scans. Thus, in an
effort to reduce the error overall, our optimized parameters
actually weaken the fit for one dihedral to vastly improve the fit
for the coupled partner. We simultaneously fitted the two
dihedral parameters together to reduce the error and our
justifiable argument is that the barrier height around the energy
minima are considerable enough that the MM result will
represent the same conformation in energy minima state
calculated through QM.

Diterpene Diffusion in Equilbration Trajectories.
Classical MD simulation is an accurate and efficient method
to study the membrane dynamics and simulate small molecule
fluxes and interactions within a membrane environment. Small
molecule behavior within these simulations is highly depend-
ent on the empirical force field parametrized for MD
simulation,84 requiring significant effort to parametrize the
selected diterpene molecules. Beyond calculating fluxes directly
from potential membrane crossing events in equilibrium,
unbiased simulation with multiple diterpene small molecules
permits us to observe how our new diterpene parameters
respond in a membrane environment. While we are most
interested in the diterpene permeability in plant membranes,
where diterpenes are naturally found, we also want to compare
with previous simulation studies for diterpenes across yeast
membranes.33 Thus, two distinct membrane system were
selected to compare diterpene diffusion across biological
membranes, one from animal-like Saccharomyces cerevisiae
membrane and another plant-like membrane from Sorghum
bicolor. By comparing diffusion behavior and measured
permeability across species, we can answer if larger terpenes
cross biological membranes as readily as smaller terpenes do.33

Diterpene Aggregation and Membrane Insertion.
The diterpenes from Figure 1 are largely lipophilic molecules,

with only a few polar moieties. As such, diterpenes would be
expected to easily permeate into the membrane.85 To track
diterpene permeation, the system was designed so that the Z
axis was normal to membrane surface. With this construction,
tracing the Z-coordinate for the small molecules relative to the
membrane center would yield a metric for membrane insertion.

Plotting the relative z-distance between the membrane and
individual diterpenes results in Figure 7. At equilibrium, the
individual small molecules will cluster quickly, as seen from the
aggregated lines in Figure 7. The diterpenes are observed to
insert under certain conditions, and often will do so as a group.
For instance, both leubethanol simulations see all the diterpene
molecules inserted, regardless of membrane composition. The
other two diterpene molecules will aggregate strongly, and the
aggregates may never find their way into the membrane,
particularly for the yeast membrane model.

From Figure 7, we find that diterpenes that do insert into the
membrane cross at different rates, depending on diterpene
chemistry and membrane composition. Tabulating interleaflet
transfers for diterpene molecules, we find that leubethanol
switches between leaflets more quickly in the sorghum model
membrane than in the yeast-like membrane (Table S4).
Leubethanol also demonstrates the most transit events across
the three diterpenes tested. Chemically, the additional
hydroxyl groups on abietic acid and sclareol would generally
retard interleaflet exchange, as these groups would need to
shed their hydration layer prior to membrane transit.

While we had anticipated that the insertion processes for
individual diterpene molecules would be independent from
one another, Figure 7 instead reveals that the insertion
processes are coordinated. Diterpenes in solution are observed
to aggregate together, leading to diterpene aggregates inserting
as a collective rather than as individually soluble molecules
(Figure 8). Aggregation for the diterpenes may be a real
phenomenon, representing a scenario whereby the diterpenes
or other small organics become soluble in water. In Figure 8,

Figure 7. Trace plot for the position of each diterpene molecule, measured based on the geometric center for the rings, relative to the membrane
center during equilibrium simulation. Since each system had 20 diterpenes (Figure 2), there are 20 lines with different colors representing the trace
for an individual diterpene molecule. The trace has been unwrapped to eliminate discontinuities around the membrane normal dimension. The
yellow shaded area represents the membrane extent, while the uncolored background represents the solvent.
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we see that the polar groups within the leubethanol mass are
exposed to the solvent, where they may form hydrogen bonds.
Further stabilizing aggregated states are lipophilic contacts
between diterpenes. If the polar groups on the diterpene are
pushed toward the surface of aggregated diterpenes by
lipophilic forces, they are able to form hydrogen bonds with
the surrounding solvent.
Qualitatively, what is happening is a consequence for the

poor solubility of diterpenes generally. Their hydrophobic bulk
means that they are not normally miscible in water like a small
solvent like ethanol might be. Since the individual molecules
can diffuse rapidly, they find one another quickly within our
small simulation volume. Thus, these aggregates form
whenever the bulk water volume is sufficiently small such
that the diterpenes are likely to find one another before

insertion takes place, and may represent a mechanism by which
the diterpenes are exported from the cell in large quantities.

We can quantify the aggregation further through contact
analysis (Figure 9). In this instance, we observe that
interditerpene contacts and diterpene contacts with water
(Figure 9, parts A and B) decrease in conjunction with
membrane insertion (Figure 7 and Figure 9C). After insertion,
the pressure for the diterpenes to aggregate is strongly reduced,
and most contacts are formed between diterpenes and the
surrounding membrane lipids. The aggregation breakup is very
fast, with interditerpene contacts being largely abolished within
100 ns or so of coming into contact with the membrane and
beginning the insertion process.

The natural question is why sclareol does not follow this
trend. Critically, sclareol has two hydroxyl groups, and it does
form more hydrogen bonds than either abietic acid or
leubethanol (Figure 9D). The pair of hydroxyl groups may
facilitate more stable aggregates in solution, effectively hiding
the hydrophobic core for scalerol behind favorable interactions
with water. At lower concentrations, where aggregates cannot
form, we may see a totally different insertion pattern than what
we see from unbiased simulation.

Taking the same trajectories and analysis, we can compute a
histogram for the diterpene distribution within our trajectories
(Figure 10). Once inserted, the diterpenes are effectively
randomly distributed laterally within the membrane, with
potential asymmetries depending on the leaflet into which the
aggregates inserted into first. The probability distribution peak
with respect to the z axis is just below the head groups (Figure
10). In this orientation, the diterpene hydroxyls are able to
hydrogen bond with lipid headgroups or water. For sclaerol,
the aggregates are also very clear in this view, driven by the
extra hydrogen bonds present in the simulation (Figure 9D).
We also see the aggregate in water tends to stay away from the
membrane which could be due to the hydrogen bonding by the
polar groups in diterpenes.

From a permeability perspective, the equilibrium results are
suboptimal. Aggregation interferes with insertion, and biases
interleaflet exchanges by creating a large initial concentration
gradient between both membrane leaflets. Thus, to quantify

Figure 8. Snapshot highlighting leubethanol aggregation during the
insertion process into the membrane bilayer. Licorice bond style
representation depicts the leubethanol while beads represent the
membrane bilayer. Membrane hydrogen atoms were hidden in this
representation, and atoms are colored by element. Hydrogen, oxygen,
nitrogen, carbon, and phosphorus are white, red, blue, gray, and tan,
respectively.

Figure 9. Quantification for plot for (A) interditerpene contacts, (B) water−diterpene contacts and (C) membrane−diterpene contacts, with the
time series for different diterpenes in different colors. (D) Quantification of the hydrogen bonds formed by the diterpenes within the molecular
environment. The interditerpene contact sum is determined by first computing the distance between diterpene heavy atoms that are not members
of the same residue. The diterpene−water contact sum is determined by first computing the distance between diterpene heavy atoms and water
oxygen atoms. The diterpene−membrane contact sum is determined by first computing the distance between diterpene and membrane heavy
atoms. The distances are then weighted the distance-weighted contact function from eq 2, and the individual C values are summed together to yield
the total contact number.
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permeability at lower diterpene concentrations that are more
physiologically relevant, we also carry out REUS calculations.

Diterpene Partitioning and Permeability from REUS
Simulations. The free energy landscape for diterpene motion
across both sorghum and yeast membranes was sampled
extensively through REUS simulations. Sampling the energy
landscape in relatively small windows of 0.57 Å provided ample
data to apply BayesWHAM79 to estimate the free energy
profile within the membrane environment. The estimated free
energy profile showed very small error estimates, with the
BayesWHAM approach estimating the uncertainty to be <0.02
kcal/mol based on statistical analysis. From the resulting free
energy profile (Figure 11), diterpenes are observed to favorably
partition into the membrane. The partitioning favors placing
the diterpenes at the membrane−water interface, with the
minima at approximately 12−15 Å. At this depth, the hydroxyl
groups can hydrogen bond with lipid carbonyl and lipid
headgroups, while shielding lipophillic groups from solution.
As the molecules become more hydrophilic, such as sclareol
with two hydroxyl groups as compared with one hydrophilic
moiety for the other compounds, the favorability for the
preferred membrane penetration depth is reduced. Likewise,
the carboxylic acid on abietic acid is capable of making more
water interactions than a single hydroxyl, raising the free
energy minimum slightly.
Entering the membrane from solution is observed to have a

minimal barrier, suggesting that isolated diterpenes can quickly
find the free energy minimum rather than aggregate together as
was observed here. Conversely, the barriers for crossing the
membrane midplane vary considerably. Desolvating both
hydroxyls raises the free energy at the membrane interior for
sclareol relative to the other diterpenes. By comparison,
interleaflet translocation is relatively low-cost, consistent with
the observed interleaflet crossings observed from Figure 7.
The diffusion profiles needed to determine permeability

through eq 3 are also found in Figure 11. What we observe is
that diffusion is fastest in bulk solution, slower at the interface,
and slower still in the membrane interior. This can be best
understood from the diffusive behavior for the environment
around the diterpene. Dilute aqueous environments have

higher diffusion coefficients than membrane environments
generally. In membranes, motions are constrained by large acyl
tails that prevent free diffusion. Only at the membrane
midplane, where the most common chemical structures are the
methyl termini for the acyl tails, is the diffusion coefficient seen
to increase again.

Looking strictly at Figure 11, it is difficult to see a consistent
difference between the yeast and sorghum membranes by eye

Figure 10. Normalized probability distribution of diterpenes in each equilibrated simulation system over the full 1 μs trajectory, together with
diterpene snapshots within the simulation system representing the distribution of diterpenes at the end of 1 μs of equilibration trajectory. Colors
blue, orange, and green represent the abietic acid, leubethanol, and sclareol, respectively.

Figure 11. Free energy profile and local diffusivity for diterpenes
compounds. For the free energy profile, the reference point was
chosen to be the compound in aqueous solution (right), which
transits the bilayer (center), and is eventually pulled into the center
(left). Standard errors for the free energy profile are drawn as
semitransparent regions, which are rarely visible outside of the main
line. Each compound has two lines associated with the compound, a
solid line reflecting the instantaneous best estimate for the quantity of
interest and a dashed line indicating the spline fit used to numerically
integrate eq 3 to tabulate permeability coefficients. As a visual aide, a
simplified atomistic representation of the respective components is
used as a background, with water oxygens and lipid heavy atoms
following a standard color scheme (gray for carbons, red for oxygens
in lipids, blue for the oxygen in water, and yellow for phosphorus).
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alone. The diffusion coefficients show similar trends for the
three diterpenes tested. The order for the partitioning behavior
is similar between the yeast and sorghum membranes, with
generally small (1−2 kcal mol−1) differences when comparing
the free energy profile. The differences between the free energy
profiles do not appear to be systematic, as the free energy
minimum for abietic acid is lower in a animal-like yeast
membrane, while the free energy minimum for sclareol is lower
for a plant-like sorghum membrane. However, by applying eq 3
to calculate permeability, we can quantify how these small
changes in behavior translate into permeability coefficients.

Partition and Permeability Coefficients. Permeability
and partition coefficients are derived quantities from the free
energy and diffusivity profiles from Figure 11, utilizing the
inhomogeneous solubility diffusion model expressed in eq 4
and eq 3 detailed in the methods. Tabulating these quantities
in Table 2, we find that the permeation coefficient measuring
interleaflet transitions (Pmc) is more positive for diterpenes in
sorghum-like membranes, indicating that the interleaflet
transition rates would be faster in this membrane environment.
There is not a consistent trend for the rate at which diterpenes
could be extracted from the membrane, or for the partition
coefficients. However, the overall effect is that the effective
permeability for sorghum membranes is 0.1−0.4 log units
larger. Given the small uncertainties for the barrier heights in
the free energy profile, the permeabilities in Table 2 are
accurate to within 0.05 log units in the worst case, but they are
more typically accurate to 0.02 log units. Thus, the measured
differences stand statistical scrutiny as being significant.
To put this into context, the net flux (J) across a membrane

with surface area A and concentration difference ΔC is given
by

=J A CPme (5)

Thus, for the same concentration gradient across a cell
membrane, diterpenes would cross the membrane 1.2−2.5×
faster in sorghum than in yeast based strictly on the increased
effective permeability coefficient. This raises the possibility that
plants have optimized membrane compositions that increase
diterpene permeability, facilitating diterpene movement within
the plant. Fast diffusion across plant membranes would help
diterpenes act as signaling molecules, such as in growth and
defense contexts,86,87 or potentially to facilitate modifying
diterpenes once synthesized in the plastid.88

Considering the net flux equation, we can access how fast
would the diterpenes diffuse out passively in plants, as the
compounds would be generated by cellular metabolism and
then wicked away by either transport processes within plants or

transfer into the atmosphere. If we assume that the diterpene
concentration is roughly on the order of 1 μmol/L, the
permeability coefficients of approximately 10 cm/s implied by
Table 2 would mean that the flux per unit area (J/A) would be
on the order of 100 μmol m−2 s−1. Taken over the membranes
for a whole leaf or a whole plant, such a flux density would
represent fast product export route, likely faster than what a
diterpene-specific pump could provide.

Diterpenes in this study have been reported to have a
minimum inhibitory concentration in the range of 20−50
μmol/L against a wide range of targets.89−91 By rearranging eq
5, we see that maintaining a concentration gradient on the
1 μmol/L scale for a cell with roughly 2500 μm2 of membrane
surface area with a permeability coefficient of about 10 cm/s
would require 250 fmol of these diterpene compounds to be
pumped out of the cell every second, or about 150 billion
molecules per second. Assuming transport protein turnover of
10 per second, this would clearly represent an overburdened
transport system that cannot sustain such a large gradient.
Thus, the observed minimum inhibitory concentration for
these diterpenes are unlikely to represent acute toxicity when
transport pumps exceed their capacity, as is the case for
antibiotics and their associated resistance mechanisms. Instead,
the observed growth inhibition at high diterpene concen-
trations may be a weaker allosteric effect across multiple targets
or membrane disruption at sufficiently high concentration.

However, we need to return to the protonation state of
abietic acid, which we took to be the neutral form. Given the
pKa of 4.7,53 we would expect approximately 1 in every 200
abietate molecules to be protonated and form abietic acid at
pH 7. Since the permeability for carboxylate-bearing molecules
is expected to be very low by comparison based on prior
investigations in lignin,22,56 effectively only the neutral form
will permeate at near-neutral pH. Thus, the effective
permeability in Table 2 would be adjusted downward by a
factor of 200 (2.3 log units), making it the slowest permeant
out of the set. However, even with this reduced permeation, we
predict that active transport would not be able to maintain a
large abietate gradient.

■ CONCLUSION
This study was designed to probe the mechanistic under-
pinnings and kinetics for diterpene transport across biological
membranes, utilizing sclareol, leubethanol, and abietic acid as
representative stand-ins for diterpene compounds broadly.
These compounds were parametrized according to the
CHARMM parametrization scheme, and facilitated classical
molecular dynamics simulations of membrane permeation for

Table 2. Partition (P) and Permeability (Pme) Coefficients for Diterpenes in Yeast and Sorghum Membranesa

group compound name log P [ ]log Pm (cm s )e10
1 [ ]log Pm (cm s )c10

1 [ ]log Pm (cm s )ex10
1

yeast abietic acid 8.1 1.2 −0.4 −6.7
leubethanol 9.6 1.2 0.2 −8.1
sclareol 4.3 0.8 −2.4 −3.2

sorghum abietic acid 7.4 1.3 0.1 −5.7
leubethanol 9.6 1.4 0.5 −7.9
sclareol 5.1 1.2 −1.8 −3.5

aThe partitioning is based on difference in free energy for diterpenes in membrane and water (eq 4). Permeability is decomposed into a crossing
permeability (Pmc) and extraction permeability (Pmex). These permeabilities are calculated as discussed in methods by eq 3. The effective
permeability coefficient (Pme) is calculated as [ ] = + [ + ]Plog Pm log log (Pm 2Pm )e c ex10

1 1 1 , and represents the permeability coefficient for
compounds from aqueous solution to aqueous solution through the membrane.
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diterpene compounds. Based on equilibrium simulation, we
find that diterpenes quickly interchange between leaflets once
the compounds are inserted, with the least oxygenated
diterpene in our study (leubethanol) demonstrating the fastest
interleaflet exchange. We also observe that diterpene
aggregates at high concentration may be stable in solution
for longer than anticipated, perhaps hinting at how oily
substances such as waxes are deposited on leaf surfaces during
plant development.
To quantify the energetics and permeability for isolated

diterpenes through biological membranes, we utilized biased
simulations using REUS coupled to the inhomogeneous
solubility diffusion model. We find minimal energetic barriers
for diterpene entry into either membrane, and broadly similar
free energy profiles across the membrane span for both plant-
like sorghum membrane and animal-like yeast membrane
models. While the energetics are largely similar between the
two membrane models, the resulting permeabilities are very
high, suggesting that active transport processes would not be
able to maintain even a small concentration gradient across the
membrane over the long-term. Interestingly, computed
permeability coefficients for diterpenes across plant mem-
branes are consistently larger, suggesting that plants may have
coevolved their membrane composition to optimize perme-
ability for these key signaling and defense compounds.
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